CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

After describing some slangs related to the kinds, the meaning, the types, and word formation processes, the writer comes into the last discussion. In this chapter, the writer presents two terms that consist of conclusion and suggestion.

A. Conclusion

The conclusions based on the findings and the discussions as follows:

1. There are two kinds of slang, namely slang word and slang phrase. On the comments of Beauty and The Beast movie trailer video that was posted on January 30\textsuperscript{th} 2017 at Beauty and the Beast movie fan page, there are 12 slang words and 23 slang phrases.

2. The slangs on comments have literal and figurative meaning. The literal meaning can be found in English dictionary and figurative meaning can be found in slang dictionary.

3. There are five types of slang on the comments. Those are (a) 5 fresh and creative slangs, (b) 7 flippant slangs, (c) 5 imitative slangs, (d) 13 acronym slangs, and (e) 7 clipping slangs. The most dominant slang type is acronym.

4. There are three word formation processes on the comments. Those are (a) 5 blending processes, (b) 7 clipping processes, and (c) 13 acronym processes. The writer did not find borrowing, multiple process, affixes, coinage, compounding, and back formation on the comments.
B. Suggestion

The writer proposes the suggestion as follows:

1. The readers will get and gain the knowledge about slang language through study. The writer also hopes they will get the knowledge about word formation processes.

2. This study is expected to be references for teaching about slang language for the lecturers who teach sociolinguistics. This study is also expected to be references for teaching word formation processes.

3. This study is expected to help increasing new vocabulary about slang for the students who want to learn about slang, the types of slang, and word formation processes of slang that may appear in their learning process.

4. Other researchers and students of English Department who are interested in similar researches can continue to discuss about slang language more deeply. There are many aspects about slang language that can be analyzed. The writer suggests to analyze the slang language not only on social media but also in daily life, poem, lyrics of song and movie.